We simply construct a quantum universal variable-length source code in which, independent of information source, both of the average error and the probability that the coding rate is greater than the entropy rate H ( p p ) , tend to 0. If H ( p p ) is estimated, we can compress the coding rate to the admissible rate H ( p P ) with a probability close to 1. However, when we perform a naive measurement for the estimation of H ( p p ) , the input state is demolished. By
smearing the measurement, we successfully treat the trade-off between the estimation of H ( p p ) and the nondemolition of the input state. Our protocol can be used not only for the Schumacher's compressoin but also for the compression of entangled states.
This paper deals with quantum data compression in which the encoder determines the coding length, according to the input state. In order to make this decision, he must measure the input quantum system. Therefore, in order to describe the encoding process, we must use an instrument E = {E,},Cn in which the dimension of output space of the CP map E, depends on the data w . In this description, when the input state is p, we obtain the data w with the probability TrE,(p). In this case, the final state is (l/TrE,(p) Thus, it is not universal. For the non-demolition of initial states, we construct a variable-length code, by choosing the integer k such that 0 < k 5 Sn at random where 6 := logd/(l -1). Depending on the integer k , we define 1, a(k/n)l = 0, a(k/n) l+l = log d, and use the encoder E"("/")." and the decoder D"(k/")9". In this protocol, the probability that H ( p p ) lies on the boundary goes to zero. Therefore, the above code seems a quantum universal variablelength code.
G(k/n) = { a ( k / n ) i } i z : as a ( k / n ) ;
In the following, we give a mathematical definition the above code, evaluate its performance, and prove the optimality of its optimality of the exponent of the overflow probability by choosing 6 (or E ) depending on n . We define the data set and the encoder as 0, := { k E Z(0 < k 5 Sn} x {1,2,. . . , l } , E:, ; := l/[nS]E~("")'", and the decoder D:, : as the embedding, i.e., we perform the measurement { l/[nS]P:("/")'"}k,i in the encoding process, where [z]
is Gauss notation i.e., [XI is the maximum integer n satisfying n 5 x. This code satisfies en,=(E", D") 4 0 for any probabil- For an intuitive explanation of our construction, we naively construct a good variable-length code. For this construction, we fixed a strictly increasing sequence G := ai}^^^ of real = inf D(blla),
b:H (b)? R
where a is a probability distribution consisting of the eigenvalues of pp, and b denotes another probability distribution.
D(blla)
is relative entropy. This compression method can be applied to compression of entangled states. For the proof and the references, please see Hayashi [l] .
